
Quality flat roofing 
solutions with exceptional 
service and support
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Introducing Flex-R

Product Support

At Flex-R, we supply flat roofing solutions for both 
new build and refurbishment projects, with the 
clear principles of high quality, durable products 
and customer experience. We strive to make 
sure our flat roofing systems meet all relevant 
standards as required by current legislation.

As a company we work with our clients throughout 
the entire process from design and specification to 
purchase, delivery and installation. 

Design to Specification, this includes:

n  Roof surveys, roof condition reports

n  NBS specifications

n  Network of registered installers

n  Single point warranty and a selection of guarantees

Product Solutions Available

Single ply roofing membranes:

Liquid waterproofing:

A quality roof is more than just the products that go into it - it’s also the 
support and service that assist you throughout the entire process. It’s 

important to have knowledgeable representatives who are experienced 
in flat roofing, single ply systems and liquid waterproofing systems 

and can provide you with the service you need from design and 
specification to purchase, delivery and installation.

Flex-R has developed a network of Specialist Registered 
Installers (SRIs), as well as Distribution Partnerships. These 
supply channels can provide the products you need, while 
Flex-R utilise their proven and extensive expertise to 
assist with design, advice, material recommendations and 
installation guidance.

SUPPORT AND ADVICE
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Specialist Registered 
Installers (SRIs)

Our RubberBond FleeceBack, Sure-Weld and LQD-R 
systems can only be purchased from Flex-R by 
contractors who are members of the scheme and 
show continuously high standards of workmanship 
and customer care. They have access to the range 
of high quality roofing products and guarantees that 
are not available to any other contractor.

Our Specialist Registered Installers also receive: 

In-house training

Full hands-on, practical training at our dedicated training 
centre including seaming options, terminations, finishing, 
penetrations and much more.

On-site training

To complement the in-house training, we work with our 
registered installers on their roofing projects. By working  
with them in a real roofing situation, our experienced 
technical team help consolidate their product detailing 
knowledge and techniques and ensure all projects meet  
our warranty standards and specifications.

On-going support

Direct contact with Flex-R ensures your questions are 
answered instantly by our technical staff, who have all 
been roofers and understand your needs. With site visits 
anywhere in the country, we will be there when you need 
us and we also offer free contractor refresher training and 
sales support if requested.

Warranties

Through our Specialist Registered Installers we offer 
market leading, single point warranties, covering both the 
labour and product, as detailed overleaf.
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The RubberBond FleeceBack System offers extra 
toughness and durability due to the reinforcing  
effect of the polyester fleece backing, making it 
ideal for buildings that require superior protection 
and long-term durability. A combination of  
high-performance fleece and the benefits of a  
single ply membrane are available through our 
network of trained Specialist Registered Installers.

For more information, CAD drawings and 
specifications visit www.rubberbond.co.uk

n Thicker, stronger, cleaner and will not tear,  
split or crack

n	Excellent puncture resistance and fire ratings

n	Outstanding flexibility at low temperatures and 
unaffected by high temperatures

n Ideal for overlaying existing surfaces or  
new installations

n	20-year product warranty



LQD-R is a single component liquid waterproofing system which 
offers significant advantages over conventional PU and PMMA 
systems. Fully reinforced with a polyester membrane, it cures 
quickly and can be applied under practically any conditions, 
even on cold days and on most surfaces. LQD-R is ideal for 
small scale jobs or large commercial projects, whether they  
are new builds or refurbishments.

PVC systems have been a popular choice for flat roofing 
projects for decades in the UK whilst TPO membranes are  
now the most commonly used single ply membrane in the 
United States and many other parts of the world. Below 
are a few reasons why there is no equal to Sure-Weld TPO, 
particularly when compared to PVC.

For more information visit www.flex-r.co.uk/products

n Easy to apply, wet-on-wet system

n Fully reinforced with polyester fabric

n Ready-to-use, single liquid component

n 20-year product warranty

n Heat aging tests show that Sure-Weld TPO exceeds the 
highest industry standards

n Ideal for mechanically attached assemblies and fully 
adhered, providing greater wind uplift resistance

n OctaGuard XT Weathering Package means the entire 
monolithic top ply is protected

n 20-year product warranty

For more information visit www.lqd-r.co.uk
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Our Holistic Approach

Flex–R Limited
Sandswood House,
Hillbottom Road,
Sands Industrial Estate,
High Wycombe,
Buckinghamshire,
HP12 4HJ

Enquiries: 01494 448792
Email: enq@flex-r.co.uk
www.flex-r.co.uk

With so many different systems available to the roofing designer and 
only one opportunity to get it right, it is very important to ensure that the 
design is correct first time. It doesn’t stop there and the flat roof project 
needs to be managed right the way through the construction process.  
At Flex-R, we:

n	Assist with the roof design process

n	Help you to select the correct product 

n	Manage the site process

n	Offer genuine single point guarantees

CPD

Flex-R have developed a RIBA approved CPD: A Guide to Specifying 
the Correct Flat Roofing System. This seminar works through flat 
roofs, the different waterproofing options that are available and 
when to specify each for the best solution, covering:

NBS Specifications

We aim to help you make your decisions as easy as possible. Time is a 
precious commodity in designing a great property, so let us help you gain 
maximum returns with the minimum of fuss. Either visit our website or 
the NBS plus directory to view our flat roof specifications and downloads.

We have a range of pre-compiled NBS specifications for your use. RubberBond standard NBS specifications 
are offered on the condition that the customer takes full responsibility for ensuring each specification is 
correct and appropriate for its intended purpose and that conditions for its use are suitable. You can download 
a specification below which can be edited for your project.

n Design considerations, what is the client’s brief?

n The different waterproofing types that are available

n Insulation options

n Green roofing types

n What support is available to assist you with your designs

n Case studies

CORRECT
DESIGN

COMPETENT
INSTALLATION

GENUINE GUARANTEES

THE RIGHT
PRODUCT CHOICE

REDUCED RISK


